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Title: Status of hentaigana proposal
Source: Ken Lunde (Adobe)
Status: Individual contribution
Action: For consideration by UTC
References: L2/15-343 (aka WG2 N4708), L2/16-037, L2/16-040 & L2/16-053
Date: 2016-04-28
This document provides the current status of Japan’s hentaigana (変体仮名) proposal, in the 
form of an exchange between Shuichi TASHIRO (田代秀一) and myself, along with a response 
from Dr. Nicolas Tranter.

The first email was sent by me to Tashiro-san on 2016-02-06, which was intended to encapsu-
late all of the UTC’s comments to date:

Tashiro-san,

Please accept my apologies for the delay in relaying to you all of the feedback on 
Japan’s latest hentaigana proposal (aka L2/15-343):

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2015/15343-hentaigana-revised.pdf

As you are aware, UTC #146 took place a week ago, and one of the discussion topics was 
this latest proposal. Please find attached the following four documents:

15343-hentaigana-rev-spreadsheet-annotated.xlsx
16037-script-rec.pdf
16040-hentaigana-unification-candidates.pdf
hentaigana-lunde-tranter.pdf

Please share these documents and this email with others in Japan who are involved with 
this important proposal.

The first document, 15343-hentaigana-rev-spreadsheet-annotated.xlsx, is simply an an-
notated version of the spreadsheet that was supplied with L2/15-343, which differs 
only in that it highlights hentaigana characters that share the same parent ideograph 
(kanji) for easier identification. (Note that two different highlight colors, yellow 
and orange, are used only because some such cases are contiguous, and a different 
highlight color acts as a visual separator.) It would be useful if this spreadsheet 
were to be prepared in this fashion, because it is helpful to easily see which hen-
taigana characters share the same parent ideograph.

The second document, 16037-script-rec.pdf, is the Unicode Script Ad Hoc recommenda-
tions to the UTC, and their recommendation for Japan’s latest hentaigana proposal can 
be found on pp 8 and 9, and has been highlighted for convenience. The UTC did briefly 
discuss HENTAIGANA LETTER E-1 versus U+1B001 HIRAGANA LETTER ARCHAIC YE, and the main 
concern is that U+they differ only by name, and that unification seems like the pru-
dent thing to do. An alias, such as “hentaigana letter e-1,” can be added to U+1B001 
to make the unification more easily understood by implementers.

The third document, 16040-hentaigana-unification-candidates.pdf, is my own attempt 
at determining which hentaigana characters could potentially be unified, based on my 
(perhaps naïve) understanding of calligraphic rules and practices. As noted in the 
document, these candidates are limited to hentaigana characters that have only an 

http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2015/15343-hentaigana-revised.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2016/16037-script-rec.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2016/16040-hentaigana-unif-cand.pdf
http://www.unicode.org/L2/L2016/16053-hentaigana-lunde-tranter.pdf
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Academic Use source reference, and for which there exists one or more corresponding 
hentaigana characters that share the same parent ideograph and that have a Family 
Registration source reference.

The fourth document, hentaigana-lunde-tranter.pdf, is an email exchange between my-
self and Nicolas Tranter, who is a hentaigana expert. You and others were included in 
that email exchange, but it is useful to keep this record. I don’t fully understand 
all of the points that Nicolas raised, and therefore defer to the hentaigana experts 
in Japan to consider them. The last page of this document includes a short list of 
possible hentaigana/hiragana unification candidates. Again, the hentaigana experts in 
Japan should take this into consideration for the next version of the proposal.

In closing, the UTC would like to thank those in Japan who have been working on this 
important proposal for their continued patience, and for giving the UTC and others an 
opportunity to provide feedback. Please note that there is no overall objection to 
Japan’s latest proposal, but it is nonetheless important for Japan to consider all of 
the recent feedback when preparing the next version of this proposal.

With best regards...

-- Ken Lunde

I received the following informative reply from Tashiro-san on 2016-04-14:
Dear Ken Lunde-san,

Sorry for late response.

I appreciate UTC’s efforts for reviewing proposal of Japan on Hentaigana standardiza-
tion including getting contribution from global experts of Japanese language.

I recognized that UTC has very positive positon to Japanese proposal with minor 
modification (L2/15-343 or SC2/WG2 N4708) in accordance with US/UTC comments in SC2 
Matsue meeting. However, there still remain a couple of questions and comments to be 
considered.

I forwarded your e-mail dated February 06 to Japanese Hentaigana experts and discussed 
about each issue.

The answers I got from the experts are as following.

The first issue is about a group of Hentaiganas which Dr. Nicolas Tranter mentioned 
as “kanji used phonographically”. He mentioned that these may not be Hentaigana but 
cursive images of Kanji characters, with remarking he is an expert of manuscripts in 
late Edo era but not an expert of that in medieval era.

Japanese Hentaigana experts kindly showed evidence for Hentaiganas in this group. 

Attached file “Evidences_against_kanji_used_phonographically.xlsx” includes the evi-
dences.

The images of the evidences are from Japanese short poems, called WAKA. In Japanese 
literature tradition, WAKA had been written in Kana letters only, and no Kanji char-
acters. So, such evidences are good enough to decide that these characters are not 
Kanji character but Kana letters.

# Please understand that it is strictly prohibited to copy or transfer the content to 
other media (printed materials, broadcasting, websites, etc.) without the explicit 
permission of the National Institutes for Cultural Heritage. So we only can exchange 
the URLs of them.
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The second issue is about pairs and triples of Hentaiganas, which share identical 
pairs of mother ideograph and phonetic value.

In general, Japan’s proposed model of coding is to assign character code to a pair of 
mother ideograph and phonetic value, and the associated image is informative, in prin-
ciple. However, there remains some exceptions. That is, we assigned plural character 
codes to some identical pairs of mother ideograph and phonetic value. 

In the case that academic use Hentaiganas share identical pairs of mother ideograph 
and phonetic value, there are obvious reason such as the Hentaiganas in the pairs or 
triples have functional difference as Prof. Yabe presented in Matsue meeting. “EMIC” 
Dr. Nicolas Tranter mentioned. 

In the case of Hentaiganas which appear only in family registration use share an iden-
tical pair of mother ideograph and phonetic value, there is no room to argue because 
these Hentaiganas has been actually used as differentiated characters in governmental 
IT systems to identify persons’ names.

In the case that a Hentaiganas is used only in family registration use and another 
Hentaiganas is used only in academic use and these Hentaiganas share an identical 
pair of mother ideograph and phonetic value and identified as different characters, 
Japanese experts decided not to unify them.

Japanese experts tried to find actual use cases of such Hentaiganas as used only in 
family registration use from manuscripts of academic field with best effort, but could 
not find any actual use cases. 

In another word, Japanese linguistic experts could not find the evidences why these 
glyphs are included in family registration use characters, with academic research 
procedure. 

Accordingly, Japanese experts and JNB have no clear rationale to unify or not to unify 
these pair of glyph images.

With these consideration, Japanese experts and JNB decided that in these cases, it is 
safer not to unify these pairs and triples. There are implicit possibilities that some 
new evidences for different functionalities will be found in future.

The example of the pairs or triples in this case is shown in “FoundNoEvidence.xlsx” 

As for “E-4” in this file, Japanese experts had reviewed this Hentaigana, and once 
deleted it from their academic proposal. I added the academic ID of this Hentaigana 
in the file.

As for 1B001 Archaic Ye, we are discussing to propose to add new Character Name Alias 
“HENTAIGANA LETTER E-1” to U+1B001 as normative information and informative informa-
tion about mother ideograph. And to propose to change the corresponding glyph image 
to the glyph of E-1 in our current Hentaigana proposal (JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2 N4708).

And we will withdraw E-1 from the proposal.

Best regards,

Shuichi Tashiro, IPA

---------------------------------------------------------------------
Shuichi TASHIRO   |  General Manager, Open Standards Promotion Center
tashiro@ipa.go.jp |  Information-technology Promotion Agency (IPA)
tashiro@acm.org   |  http://www.ipa.go.jp/       tel: +81-3-5978-7507
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Please see the two Excel files that are attached to this document, which are referenced in 
Tashiro-san’s 2016-04-14 email.

Dr. Nicolas Tranter, who has reviewed previous versions of Japan’s hentaigana proposal, and 
who is an expert in this area, had an opportunity to review Tashiro-san’s 2016-04-14 response 
as encapsulated in this document, to include the two Excel files that are attached. The follow-
ing is his feedback, received on 2016-04-26:

Dear Ken,

Thanks for the document L2/16-085. I’ve read through it and looked at the two attach-
ments, particularly considering Professor Tashiro’s.

I was always broadly in favour of the Japanese hentaigana proposal, and my main con-
cern was the odd choice of hentaigana by the Ministry of Justice. This, as we all 
agree, is already official within the ministry and therefore is not negotiable. It’s 
pleasing to see Prof Tashiro’s team agreeing with me on the lack of academic support 
for some of the ministry’s decisions.

I’m content with the rest of the chart. I think Prof Tashiro’s evidence of kanji-free 
waka poetry is very persuasive, and since the example he gives of TE-4 is the oldest 
MS of this major (indeed, paramount) member of the Classical Japanese poetry canon I 
accept his argument.

My research interest ultimately is gaining the facility of a Unicode-encoded font, 
and I personally don’t have any further objections. I wish everyone all the best on 
what I hope will be the final stages of the proposal. I wonder, which future version 
of Unicode is hentaigana likely to be included in, everything else going well?

Thanks for calling me a hentaigana expert! My specialisms are writing systems gen-
erally and Classical and Late Edo Japanese, both of which give me a strong vested 
interest in this. I’ve published one book chapter using hentaigana with jpegs (with 
a couple of publisher errors mixing up NA-1 and NI-2 as a result), and I’ve another 
chapter using hentaigana coming out next year. But I can’t really be called an expert. 
More a well-informed amateur.

All the best, Nic.

Dr Nicolas Tranter

School of East Asian Studies, University of Sheffield, 6/8 Shearwood Road, Sheffield 
S10 2TN, UK

Semester 2 Working Days: Monday, Wednesday, Thursday morning, Friday morning

Semester 2 Student Contact Hours: Monday 3:00-4:00pm, Wednesday 11:15am-1:00pm

That is all.
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		revised#		Old#		UnifiedOld#1		UnifiedOld#2		Proposed Glyph Reference		RevisedCharacterName		Phonetic Value		family registration character #		academic
use character#		Source ID		CodePoint of NINJAL Kana Mincho font

		17		17								HENTAIGANA LETTER E-4
   ・Derived From 8863 衣		え
(U+3048)		900100		040050010		JMJ-090017		1B012

		18		18								HENTAIGANA LETTER E-5
   ・Derived From 8863 衣		え
(U+3048)				040050020		JMJ-090018		1B013

		82		85								HENTAIGANA LETTER SE-1
   ・Derived From 4E16 世		せ
(U+305B)		900430		140010030		JMJ-090085		1B053

		83		86								HENTAIGANA LETTER SE-2
   ・Derived From 4E16 世		せ
(U+305B)				140010040		JMJ-090086		1B054

		84		87								HENTAIGANA LETTER SE-3
   ・Derived From 4E16 世		せ
(U+305B)		900420				JMJ-090087		1B055

		180		186								HENTAIGANA LETTER HE-2
   ・Derived From 5F0A 弊		へ
(U+3078)		900960				JMJ-090186		1B0B6

		181		185								HENTAIGANA LETTER HE-3
   ・Derived From 5F0A 弊		へ
(U+3078)				290030020		JMJ-090185		1B0B5

		224		236								HENTAIGANA LETTER YA-4
   ・Derived From 8036 耶		や
(U+3084)		901190				JMJ-090236		1B0E2

		225		235								HENTAIGANA LETTER YA-5
   ・Derived From 8036 耶		や
(U+3084)				360050020		JMJ-090235		1B0E1

		233		244								HENTAIGANA LETTER YO-3
   ・Derived From 8207 與		よ
(U+3088)		901230				JMJ-090244		1B0EA

		234		245								HENTAIGANA LETTER YO-4
   ・Derived From 8207 與		よ
(U+3088)				380030020		JMJ-090245		1B0EB

		235		246								HENTAIGANA LETTER YO-5
   ・Derived From 8207 與		よ
(U+3088)		901220		380030030		JMJ-090246		1B0EC

		275		287								HENTAIGANA LETTER WE-2
   ・Derived From 885E 衞		ゑ
(U+3091)				460020010		JMJ-090287		1B114

		276		288								HENTAIGANA LETTER WE-3
   ・Derived From 885E 衞		ゑ
(U+3091)				460020020		JMJ-090288		1B115

		277		289								HENTAIGANA LETTER WE-4
   ・Derived From 885E 衞		ゑ
(U+3091)		901470				JMJ-090289		1B116
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image

		revised#		Old#		UnifiedOld#1		UnifiedOld#2		Proposed Glyph Reference		RevisedCharacterName		Phonetic Value		family registration character #		academic
use character#		資料名 シリョウ ナ		資料
see http://www.emuseum.jp/help/en for the terms of use of contents from emuseum.jp  シリョウ		所在 ショザイ		Source ID		CodePoint of NINJAL Kana Mincho font

		36		36								HENTAIGANA LETTER KI-2
   ・Derived From 5E7E 幾		き
(U+304D)				070040010		秋萩帖 アキ ハギ ジョウ		http://www.emuseum.jp/detail/100169/001/000?x=20364&y=112&s=2		画面の1行目 ガメン ギョウメ		JMJ-090036		1B025

		43		44								HENTAIGANA LETTER KU-1
   ・Derived From 4E45 久		く
(U+304F)				080010010		秋萩帖 アキ ハギ ジョウ		http://www.emuseum.jp/detail/100169/001/000?x=20364&y=112&s=2		画面の2行目 ガメン ギョウメ		JMJ-090044		1B02C

		78		81								HENTAIGANA LETTER SU-5
   ・Derived From 6625 春		す
(U+3059)				130050010		秋萩帖 アキ ハギ ジョウ		http://www.emuseum.jp/detail/100169/001/000?x=17027&y=100&s=2		画面の3行目 ガメン ギョウメ		JMJ-090081		1B04F

		89		92								HENTAIGANA LETTER SO-3
   ・Derived From 66FE 曾		そ
(U+305D)				150020010		元永本古今集 ゲン ホン コキンシュウ		http://www.emuseum.jp/detail/100171/002/000?x=3569&y=3&s=2		画面の3行目 ガメン ギョウメ		JMJ-090092		1B05A

		113		116								HENTAIGANA LETTER TE-4
   ・Derived From 5929 天		て
(U+3066)				190050010		元永本古今集 ゲン ホン コキンシュウ		http://www.emuseum.jp/detail/100171/002/000?x=96212&y=3&s=2		画面の2行目 ガメン ギョウメ		JMJ-090116		1B072

		191		196								HENTAIGANA LETTER HO-6
   ・Derived From 672C 本		ほ
(U+307B)				300050030		高野切第3種 コウヤ ギ ダイ シュ		『用例かな大字典』
（柏書房）からの引用		画面の7文字目 ガメン モジ メ		JMJ-090196		1B0C0

		195		200								HENTAIGANA LETTER MA-2
   ・Derived From 672B 末		ま
(U+307E)				310020010		秋萩帖 アキ ハギ ジョウ		http://www.emuseum.jp/detail/100169/001/000?x=20364&y=112&s=2		画面の2行目 ガメン ギョウメ		JMJ-090200		1B0C4

		203		209								HENTAIGANA LETTER MI-3
   ・Derived From 7F8E 美		み
(U+307F)				320030010		秋萩帖 アキ ハギ ジョウ		http://www.emuseum.jp/detail/100169/001/000?x=19660&y=166&s=2		画面の2行目 ガメン ギョウメ		JMJ-090209		1B0CC
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